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Introduction

• The Internet is a global system of interconnected computer 
networks […] It is a network of networks […]. The Internet 
carries a vast array of information resources and services, most 
notably the inter-linkedhypertext documents of theWorld 
Wide Web (WWW) and the infrastructure to support 
electronic mail. [… ] 

• As of 2009, an estimated quarter of Earth's population uses 
the services of the Internet.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet



Thanks to internet, new forms of social interaction, 
activities, and organizing are grown up:  

Social network
and filesharing

E-mail Web sites



Part I
Social Network 
and file sharing

A social network is a group of people 
linked by social connections (family, 
friendship, job.. )



Types of Social networks

• Generalist networks
Meet together different kind of people

Es.:Facebook, MySpace…

• Interests networks
Meet together people with a common interest
Es.: YouTube (video), Flickr (foto)… 

• Aim’s networks
Meet together people to achieve a common goal.



• Facebook is a social networking, founded in 2004 originally for 
college students, and its mission is to give people the power to share 
and make the world more open and connected;

• Fb in 2010 passed 500 millions users and it’s the second most clicked 
web site after Google;

• this is a new, powerfull and free communication channel that also no-
profit associations can use to reach the most possible amount of 
people.

Let’s see how…..

What is                        ?



•  to promote and let new potential 
donors know your association;

•  to inform and keep in touch with 
“old” donors;

• to know what people are saying 
about your association (social 
reputation);

•   to create community: dialog 
among potential, new and old 
donors.

Why use                         ?



How to use                         ?
•   recruiting friends or fans between your social network  and 
then they should invite their friends to join the group;
•   creating concrete sections and discussions for each objective 
(moderating with common sense and respecting the 
netiquette);
•   joining the conversation and improving the participation;
• integrating new applications to fidelize users: games, 
competitions (ex. Trivial Porsuit about blood, donation, 
transfusion...);
• constantly update the status (slogan messages, calendars and 
future campaigns, donation results...);
• creating special events and related activities.

Group Fan page Profile



Groups:

- generally better for hosting 
a (quick) active 
discussion and attracting 
quick attention;

- we can update the 
members sending them a 
private message;

- we can post pictures, 
videos and events;

- we can write info notes;

- everyone can invite any 
user to join the group;

- not visible to 
unregistered users.



- visible to unregistred 
users;

- fans can be contacted 
by status updates (not 
pm);

- you can invest in 
advertising 
(see profile’s slide);

- you can analize the 
trafic of the page;

- you can’t create 
event, only promote 
and you can’t write 
info notes.

Pages:



- you can create 
events;

- you see the fan 
pages advertising 
spot; 

- you can write 
informative notes;

- it’s preferable
to use it for a 
individual purpouse.

Adv pages
spaceProfile:



Key Feature Facebook Group Facebook Page Facebook Profile

Hosting a discussion Yes Yes No

Discussion wall, and 
discussion forum

Yes Yes No

Extra applications added No Yes Yes

Messaging to all members Yes (via PMs) Yes (via updates) Yes (via updates)

Visitor statistics No Yes (“Page insights”) No

Video and photo public 
exchange

Yes Yes Yes

“Related” event creation and 
invitation

No Yes Yes

Promotion with social ads No Yes No

And the winner is…



IYC- International Youth Committee (IFBDO/FIODS)



Another famous free social network is Myspace.

Born in 2003, soon became a place where people could 
promote its activities (musicians, actors, artists in general).
Very similar to Facebook in basic function (friends, photo 
upload, videos…) in plus it offers the possibility to write a 
blog.

It can be used also to promote causes like blood donation
(for example: http://www.myspace.com/avismestregiovani)



What is                 ? 

• born in 2005, it’s a free video sharing web site and the third most 
clicked website after Google and Facebook;

• free vision for every net user, but only registered users can upload;

• organized in channel (sort of single user profile) and groups, where 
users comment, rate and discuss about a specific theme;

• deep linking (you have specific HTML codes to incorporate videos in 
other websites);

• easy search: categories, uploader tagging, upload date…. 



•  to promote and let new potential 
donors know your association thanks 
to promotional, but also short 
documentaries and activities filmed 
reports;

•  to create community: dialog with the 
potential donors.

Why use                   ?



• creating a channel profile visible to all net users;

• uploading your video (but also photoslide with a 
soundtrack…);

• commenting, rating and creating discussions;

• keeping in touch with other people who subscribe the 
channel.

How to use                   ?



(Eye on tube)

It’s a project of the Italian 
National Youth  Committee 
in order to search, select and 
show music, promotional and 
activities videos dedicated to 
blood donation worldwide.



The channel was 
presented during the Avis 
National Meeting in 2010
and now consist in more 
than 60 videos collected 
and thousands of viewers.

Follow us on
http://www.youtube.com/consultanazionale



Part II
Electronic mail (e-mail)

• born in 1972, it is a method of 
exchanging digital messages across the 
Internet or other computers networks;

• it’s the electronic and digital counterpart 
of ordinary paper mail and it’s a very 
immediate communication system;

Mailing listNewsletter



The newsletter
It is usually connected to a website and viewers decide to subscribe it to receive 
an email with the information required. 

It allows you to reach a lot of addresses in a click. No possibility of interaction 
between senders and receiver (unidirectional communication).



The mailing list
It is a tool  where users can interact replaying or forwarding each message.

There are many paid services that offers a mailing list tool, but also many 
web portals (like Google, Yahoo, AoL, Excite…) that offer it for free.

For example, Avis Youth uses:

http://it.groups.yahoo.com/group/consultanazionalegiovani/



In YahooGroups you have the possibility to send messages with attached files,
upload pictures and videos, promote polls, create a database and manage the 
agenda setting of the group. 
Instantly all users will be informed of the update.


